
HOW TO WRITE A REPORT FOR SCHOOL TEACHERS

Schools can decide on the format of reports in partnership with students, parents and carers Student report writing
checklist (docx - kb).

Are there things that their child excels at or struggles with? I was very pleased with Jack's work on the project.
David Whitaker, head of Springwell community special school in Barnsley We'd never use a computer
programme where you tick a box so a phrase drops into a report â€” it's not personal enough. He'd been on the
trip, but hadn't been happy with the idea of going up the tower, so sat it out at the bottom! Another is the
provision of information about general learning dispositions and work habits. Such suggestions constitute
sound habits and general study advice, and may indeed be helpful for students at all stages in their learning. Of
course we put in personal comments, too. Deciding on the grain size for comments is not simplistic. Since that
time, however, no clear body of research has emerged in Australia on the nature and quality of reports or
report comments. A child's report is the key communication between school and home; what's more, reports
tend to be put away in a drawer and pulled out decades later. It makes a lot of sense, because teachers are
making their comments anyway â€” and instead of the old way, scribbling in the margin of an essay, you write
into a website and it stays there for parents to look at. So what's the truth of it: could schools make their
reports more personal, or are parents simply asking too much? Codes are replaced e. Parents need to know
things like that. Our report card comment resources will help you: Save time and speed up your report card
process Address any grade and subject with easily adaptable phrases Cover important areas such as: work
habits, citizenship, math, reading, and attitude You'll also find handouts to give to parents that include advice
on dealing with report cards and grades. In our data set we have identified general comments that appear to
serve a number of different functions. Our observations and analyses suggest that effective comments are the
result of considered choices by teachers and schools. By contrast, consider the following improvement
comments taken from a range of subject-area reports. In a number of secondary reports, improvement-focused
comments were the only comment provided by the teacher. But that's not helpful to parents: they need to
understand what they're being told, and â€” while no one wants a hatchet job to be done on a child â€” they
need to know when something isn't happening as it should. Matthew Read, head of Oriel primary school in
Hounslow We use Reportbox, a computer-based tool to help teachers write reports. It made me feel a bit
noble. As every teacher knows, report card comments are a critical part to each student's evaluation and
assessmentâ€”and now one knows your students better than you. At my school, we tend to use language like
"It concerns me that x does not give full concentration in class". One function is simply the provision of praise
or encouragement. And there's no reason why they can't have that, because the virtual learning environment
VLE makes it much easier. For example the statement below uses a list of Art-Topics: I was very pleased with
N's work on the Art-Topics project. Click on the link to take the survey. To help you further, bad spelling is
underlined, the Ooops! How well did they perform these activities? COM is a free online alternative to,
Teachers Report Assistant , with advanced features and a huge report card comment bank. Who were they
written for and what did you hope to achieve? But parents found it automated and impersonal, so we had
another rethink and decided that the personalised, specific communication should be given at parents'
evenings. Report cards advice suggested comments Report Card Comments: Advice and Suggested Phrases
for All Subjects We found 15 items How to write effective comments on student report cards Stumped by
what to say and tired of writing the same things over and over again while writing report card comments?
When I was 11 and was leaving my primary school, my headmistress, Miss Henshaw, wrote: "I hope one day
to see a book of your writings and drawings on a bookseller's shelves". It made me think how pointless reports
are, when they don't even get it right â€” you lose confidence in the school. Try it Focus group discussions we
are currently undertaking with students, parents and teachers suggest that teacher comments are considered an
important feature of student reports. You can create lists for anything you like. In primary reports,
improvement-focused comments were usually provided in addition to comments about learning within
subjects and general comments. COM was created by Linden Rowland in March and has been continuously
developed since in consultation with thousands of teachers around the world. Development continues in , with
a current emphasis on creating a global comment bank. Such comments highlight the specific skills or aspects
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of knowledge that a student needs to work on next to develop increasing proficiency in a learning area. Andy
Day, faculty head at a Yorkshire comprehensive At our school we used to have written reports, but they
contained spelling and grammatical errors so we moved on to a tick-box-style computer programme. First save
or import statements into the comment bank using special codes like this: N has had an excellent year, I am
very pleased with h progress.


